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DESCRIPTION
 

Paintless dent auto body tool slide hammer glue puller

Composition of the kit: 1 electric adhesive gun, 220V - 200°C and 8 standard adhesive melt sticks. 1 set of 9 adhesive pellets

with different diameters. 1 stainless steel inertia hammer with fast attachment fitting. 1 traction-point pliers with bodywork soft

protection coating to be positioned when applying the force. 1 nylon force lever and 1 solvent diffuser flask (acetone-type to be

filled) for removing bonded pellets. Supplied in a plastic storage box. The traction-point dent-removal kit with inertia mass

allows the user to repair hail-damaged bodywork that has suffered slight denting without requiring painting. Before using, clean

the working area so it is clean and dry.Then select the pellet whose diameter is closest to that of the zone to be pulled. The

user fastens the plastic pellets with the gun and the specific adhesive to the dent-removal area. You can then attach the inertia

mass or the traction pliers to this pellet using its special fitting and pull on the bodywork applying force gradually or pulling

sharply. You can then remove the pellet using a conventional solvent and the nylon lever.
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SPECIFIC DATA
 

   Designation    PULLING POINT WITH INERTIA MASS BOX

   Sales reference    295-TPM

   Weight (kg)    4.25

   Guarantee    O | SAM TOOL guarantee.

Guarantee applied

O | SAM TOOL guarantee.
Guarantee without time limit on the tools used under normal conditions.

>> Find out more
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